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Abstract. Many granular computing models have been proposed. A
set-theoretic framework for constructing granules is easy to understand.
A granule is a subset of a universal set, and a granular structure is a
family of subsets of the universal set. By comparing set-based granular
structures, the relationships and differences among rough set modal, hi-
erarchical multi-dimensional data model and multi-granulation rough set
model are discussed in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Granular computing (GrC) is originated to mimic human’s ability to perceive
the world and to solve the problem under multiple levels of granularity for rea-
sons for example, imprecise data, simplicity, cost, and so on [1-7]. It is a general
computation theory that effectively uses granules, such as classes, clusters, sub-
sets, groups, and intervals, to build an efficient computational model for complex
applications with huge amounts of data, information and knowledge. The most
apparent characteristics of GrC are representation and reasoning using granules
at different levels of abstraction, and switching between them in problem solving
[8,9].

The two principle issues of GrC are construction of granules to represent a
problem and inference with granules in problem solving [10,11,3]. The granu-
lation of a problem concerns granules construction and a hierarchical granular
structure formation by a family of granules. Inference with granules relates to
choosing an appropriate level or levels of granularity and reasoning in a granular
space.

Rough sets (RS) provide one of the useful computing models of GrC. A par-
tition model in GrC can be easily derived from it [17]. In constructing set-based
granular structures, we assume that a granule is a subset of a universal set, and
a granular structure is constructed based on the standard set-inclusion relation
on a family of subsets of the universal set [12,13]. Many GrC models have been
proposed. In this paper, we compare three set-based models, namely, rough sets
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model proposed by Pawlak [19], hierarchical multi-dimensional data model pro-
posed by Feng and Miao [14,15], and multi-granulation rough sets by Qian and
Liang [16]. The relations and differences of these models are investigated.

2 Set-Based Granular Structure in Rough Sets

In rough set theory, a universe is divided into indiscernible classes by an equiva-
lence relation. The granules and granular structure can be defined as the equiv-
alence classes [13].

2.1 Set-Based Definition of Granules

Definition 1. Let U a finite nonempty universal set. A subset g ∈ 2U is defined
as a granule, where 2U is the power set of U .

Definition 2. For g, g′ ∈ 2U , if g ⊆ g′, g is a sub-granule of g′ and g′ a
super-granule of g.

Under the partial order ⊆ , the empty set φ is the smallest granule and the
universe U is the largest granule. When constructing a granular structure, we
may consider a family G of subsets of U and an order relation on G.

Definition 3. Suppose G ⊆ 2U is a nonempty family of subsets of U . The poset
(G,⊆) is a granular structure, where ⊆ is the set-inclusion relation.

2.2 Set-Based Granule Construction and Granular Structure

Rough set theory gives a partition-based model of GrC [17]. The theory concerns
the analysis of data given in a tabular form. Formally, an information system or
information table is represented by:

IS =(U,A, V, f)=(U,A,{Va|a ∈ A},{fa|U × a −→ Va})
where

U : is a finite nonempty set of objects;
A : is a finite nonempty set of attributes;
Va : is a nonempty set of values for an attribute a ∈ A ,ie. V = V a;
fa: is an information function.

A basic notion of rough sets is a granulation of the sets of objects based on
their descriptions. For an attribute subset P ⊆ A, one can define an equivalence
relation EP on U as:

xEP y ⇔ ∀a ∈ P, fa(x) = fa(y)

The equivalence class containing x is denoted by [x]Ep = {y|xEP y}, and is a
granule. The granular partition level constructed by equivalence relation EP

is consist of equivalence classes {[x]Ep}. It can be denoted by GLP (EP ) or
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GLP{[x]Ep}. Both GLP (EP ) and GLP{[x]Ep} mean the granule level governed
by equivalence relation EP , but the later indicates it by equivalence classes.

In order to understand the RS from a view of GrC, more concepts are em-
phasized as follows.

Original granule level is the granular partition level GLP (EA), where A is a
set including all attributes , is the finest nonzero granule level in the information
table IS = (U,A, V, f).

A granular space is the granule levels which a problem is resolved. Single-
granulation granular space and multi-granulation granular space is distinguished
by its numbers of granule level.

Basic granules and definable granules are related to granule levels. The gran-
ules [x]Ep = {y|xEP y}, constructed by equivalence relation EP , are basic gran-
ules of GLP (EP ). A set X = ∪{[x]Ep |x ∈ U}, a union of basic granules of
GLP (EP ), is a single-granulation definable granule in the level GLP (EP ). A
multi-granulation definable granule is a union of basic granules from multiple
granule levels.

Basic granules are different from definable granules. The basic ones can act
as primary units to compose definable granules. A basic granule is the finest
granule and cannot be decomposed in its granule level, but may be decomposed
into basic granules of finer granule levels. A basic granule in the coarser granule
level may be a definable granule in the finer level. A basic granule in the coarser
granule level is a super-granule of some basic granules in the finer level, and a
basic granule in the finer level is a sub-granule of a basic granule in the coarser
granule level.

In information system IS = (U,A, V, f), let attribute sets Pi ⊆ A, i =
{1, 2, ..., N}. If P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ ... ⊂ PN ⊆ A, then GLP (EPN ) ≺ ... ≺ GLP (EP2) ≺
GLP (EP1). The basic granules of GLP (EPi) are nested.

The above step-finer levels of granule make up a granular structure. This
provides an effective method to obtain a granular structure. In rough sets, the
attribute sets which satisfy set inclusion relation P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ ... ⊂ PN ⊆ A, can
be derived by adding attributes gradually.

From the above statement, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) A gran-
ular space is consist of basic granules. Basic granules are different from definable
granules. (2) A granular structure can be derived according to increasing or
decreasing data description number, i.e. attribute number. (3) Processing data
in different attribute description means in different granulation level. (4) The
concepts of single-granulation and multi-granulation are proposed definitely.

2.3 Reduction from View of GrC

The knowledge reduction is a primary concept in rough sets. Reducing of knowl-
edge consists of removing of superfluous partitions (equivalence relations) or
/and superfluous basic categories in the knowledge base in such a way that the
set of elementary categories in the knowledge base is preserved [19]. This pro-
cedure enables us to eliminate all unnecessary knowledge from the knowledge
base, preserving only the part of the knowledge which is really useful.
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From the view of GrC, the reduction in RS is the process to change the
granular space from the original granule level to the coarsest level of problem
solving.

Choosing a granular space from all possible granular structures is a huge work.
Suppose a information table IS = (U,A, V, f) have N attributes, attribute sets
Pi containing M attributes is the subset of A, total possible number of granule
levels GLP (Pi) is C

M
N . The reduction of an IS is a NP-hard problem, a heuristic

method is needed to find a reduction.
Let an attribute set R ⊂ A. If R is a reduction of A, after reducing, the actual

problem-solving granule level jumps from GLP (EA) to GLP (ER), namely a
granular space jumps. The problem can be resolved in this level, such as rules
minning. In this sense, rough sets are considered as a single-granulation tool.

3 Granules in Hierarchical Multi-dimensional Data
Model

The data in rough sets are given in a tabular form. If the attribute in the table
is capable of generalizing to more abstracting levels, then one table should be
changed to more tables. Every table provides one single-granulation granular
space, so hierarchical multi-dimensional data model [14] contributes a multi-
granulation granular space. The problem solving can be proceeded in multi-
granulation, for example, hierarchical decision rules mining [15].

The discussions in section 2 are suitable for hierarchical multi-dimensional
data model. With reference to that, the following definitions are obvious.

Given a information table IS = (U,A, V, f) and concept hierarchical tree of
all attributes. The original granule level of IS becomes the (0, 0, . . . ,0)th infor-
mation table, with all attribute values at leaves level of their concept hierarchies
respectively. The (0, 0, . . . ,0)th information table can be denoted as follows:

IS00...0 = (U00...0, A, V
00...0, f00...0)

When the attribute Ai is generalized to ki concept hierarchy, the (k1, k2, ..., km)th
information table is referred to as:

ISk1k2...km = (Uk1k2...km , A, V k1k2...km , fk1k2...km)

For more detail, see the papers [14,15].
In ISk1k2...km , let an attribute set P ⊂ A, R is a reduction of A.

Definition 4. The basic granules in GLP (Ek1k2...km

P ) of ISk1k2...km are denoted
as:

[x]k1k2...km

EP
= {y|xEk1k2...km

P y} ⇔ ∀ai ∈ P, fki(x) = fki(y)

Definition 5. The original granule level of ISk1k2...km is denoted as
GLP (Ek1k2...km

A ). The problem-solving granule level of it is denoted as

GLP (Ek1k2...km

R )
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When the attribute Ai is generalizes from ki -1 to ki concept hierarchy, the basic
granules get coarser. Some definable granules in granulation level ki -1 are also
changed to basic granules in granulation level ki. The original granule level of
the according information table is also changed, and gets coarser. A lattice is
formatted by all the original granule levels of ISk1k2...km . This is proved in the
literature [14].

In this section, the hierarchical multi-dimensional data model produces a
multi-granulation granular space by generalizing the attributes. So the prob-
lem can be resolved in multi-granulation granular space and the results derived
may be more flexible and efficiency than that in rough sets.

4 Granule Construction in Multi-granulation Rough Sets

Rough sets are mainly concerned with the approximation of sets described by a
single binary relation on the universe. Qian et al. extend Pawlak’s rough sets to
a multi-granulation rough set model (MGRS), where the set approximations are
defined by using multi-equivalence relation on the universe [16].

Definition 6. Let P,Q be two partitions on the universe U , and X ⊆ U . The
lower approximation and upper approximation of X in U are defined as:

XP+Q={x : P (x) ⊆ X , or Q(x) ⊆ X} and X
P+Q

=∼ (∼ X)
P+Q

In the view of granular computing, the granules in MGRS are as follows: [x]EP+Q=
[x]EP or [x]EQ . Acorrding to statement in section 2, the granules in MGRS con-
stitute a granular covering level, is denoted as GLC(EP+Q). The granular space
in MGRS is a multi-granulation granular covering level.

In the view of GrC, the relationships and differences among rough set model,
hierarchical multi-dimensional data model and multi-granulation model can be
discovered from their granular spaces. The granular space in rough sets is a
single-granulation partition level, in hierarchical multi-dimensional data model
is multi-granulation partition levels, and in MGRS is a two-granulation cover
level.

A two-granulation cover level in MGRS is consisit of two single-granulation
partition level in rough sets. The former has more granules and can produce
more precise result[16] than any of its partition level in rough sets.

5 Conclusions

From the set-based granules construction, the hierarchical RS on multi-
dimensional data model and MGRS model provide new granule levels according
to rough sets by different methods. Many concepts are proposed in this paper
definitely. The relations and differences of these models are investigated.

The more GrC models proposed the more granule levels occured. In actual
applications, how to choose the most appropriate one becomes a challenge prob-
lem and is greatly problem-oriented. This will be the most important problem
in the future.
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